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David Adamson Group

Andrew Mitchell BSc (Hons) FAPM FCIOB

Director – David Adamson Group

Chair – CIOB Doha Hub Committee

Chair – CIOB MENA Regional Committee

32 years of Client, Consultant & Contractor experience delivering Project Management, Project

Control, Planning and Delay Analysis commissions throughout Europe, India and the Middle East.

11 years of continuous residency in the State of Qatar, managing and delivering a diverse range of 

signature projects in both the construction and infrastructure sectors. 



Introduction

The David Adamson Group is an International Construction
Consultancy, originally formed in the United Kingdom in 1930.

Established in the State of Qatar in 1997, providing professional
consultancy services to a diverse range of Government and Private
clients within both the construction & infrastructure sectors.

Registered as a Firm Regulated by the RICS.

UPDA Grade A Qatar Engineering Consultant.

qatar@davidadamsongroup.com

Middle East
International Construction Consultants
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Project Controls | Cost Management | Quantity Surveying | Contract
Management | Planning Management | Programme Management |
Schedule Delay Analysis | Dispute Management



Agenda

Preparing EoT Claims

▪ Project Completions

▪ Employing & Deploying Planning Personnel

▪ The Baseline Schedule & Progress Updates

▪ Substantiating an EoT Claim (Records)

▪ Concurrency

▪ Delay Analysis Methods
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Delay Analysis Methods

Preparing EoT Claims
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“Many projects have events which

impact on cost and time…it’s the

management of these events which

will undoubtedly determine the

project’s success”

Desmond Wilton Reid (PWA - Engineering Business Department)



Project Completions

Preparing EoT Claims

KPMG Global Construction Survey…

❑ “25% of construction projects finish within 10% of their original deadline”.

Additionally it is estimated that: 

❑ 8% of construction projects globally finish within their original deadline.

➢ As an industry we have an 8% success rate?

➢ Or...we fail 92% of the time?
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Project Completions

Preparing EoT Claims

▪ Loss of Reputation

▪ Loss of Future Business

▪ Loss of Profit

▪ Staff Redundancies

▪ Court/Arbitration Proceedings

▪ Business Insolvency

▪ Personal Hardship
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Employing & Deploying Planning Personnel

Preparing EoT Claims

A Planner’s Capabilities

▪ An industry expert…someone who is skilled in technical design, procurement &

construction processes.

▪ A researcher…someone who continually studies the scope and order of

construction and learns from the team, previous projects and as-built data.

▪ A collaborator…someone who will constantly review construction activities, logic

& the calendar with all team members.

▪ A communicator…someone who is able to convey complex planning &

programme information in a format that can be understood by non-planners.
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Employing & Deploying Planning Personnel

Preparing EoT Claims

The Pitfalls…

▪ Is ONLY proficient in the use of planning

software!

▪ The LONGER the programme, the better the

programme!

▪ Are NOT RESPONSIBLE for the

implementation of the schedule and

successful delivery of the project!
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Employing & Deploying Planning Personnel

Preparing EoT Claims

Deploying a Planner
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Prospective Schedule Analysis

Compiling or Defending EoT Applications

Planning the Works / Recording Progress / Managing Schedule Change

Retrospective Schedule Analysis

Claim Prolongation Costs / Relief from Damages



The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates

Preparing EoT Claims

Production of a Baseline Schedule

▪ Contractual Obligation

▪ A Condition of Advanced Payments

▪ Demonstrate Compliance with Client’s Completion Date

▪ Plan the Works…to Record our Planned Intent

▪ Record Changes to Planned Intent…Protect our Rights under Contract
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The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates

Preparing EoT Claims

Best ‘Baseline Schedule’ Practice
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The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates

Preparing EoT Claims

Best ‘Baseline Schedule’ Practice

▪ Captures the entire scope of works using standards and norms.

▪ Includes for all dependencies including those outside of your control.

▪ Contains a ‘true’ critical path with 15% to 20% maximum critical activities.

▪ Has a realistic calendar that allows for holidays, shut downs and weather.

▪ Contains float (buffers) for contingency planning (regardless of who owns it).

▪ Is correctly and realistically resourced & with activities no longer than 28 days.

▪ Is ‘risk’ and ‘opportunity’ profiled & explained by a comprehensive method statement.

Achievable = Researched

Owned = Collaborated

Understood = Communicated
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The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates
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Updating The Schedule

Should We Regularly Record ‘Actual’ Project Progress? 

Because it’s a contractual obligation.

▪ To calculate the impact of progress on the planned completion date.

▪ To re-plan future works to mitigate delays…or capitalise on fast progress.

▪ For the benefit of our future projects….and our business.  

▪ To provide ‘proof’ of delays for extension of time applications & defence.

WHY
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The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates

Preparing EoT Claims

Updating The Schedule

Should We Regularly Record ‘Actual’ Project Progress? 

▪ At no greater than one month intervals…in the actual schedule.

▪ Using actual start and actual finish dates for activities completed.

▪ Using percentages complete for unfinished activities.

▪ Recording periods when activities might be ‘suspended’.

▪ Without Altering the Schedule.

HOW
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The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates
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Updating The Schedule
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▪ In all forms of analysis the BASELINE

SCHEDULE forms the basis for calculating

extension of time periods.

▪ If you don’t regularly & accurately record

your projects progress…you can’t

evidentially and accurately determine when

& why you were delayed.



The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates

Preparing EoT Claims

Updating The Schedule

www.davidadamsongroup.com

14.4: The loss and/or expense flowing from an Employer Delay cannot

usually be distinguished from that flowing from Contractor Delay without

the following:

(a) an as-planned programme showing how the Contractor reasonably

intended to carry out the works…

(b) an as-built programme demonstrating the works and sequence actually

carried out…

(c) the identification of activities and periods of time that were not part of

the original scope.



The Baseline Schedule & Schedule Updates
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Updating The Schedule

Save & Store In Electronic & Hard Copy Format…Separately (& Not Overwritten).
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Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)

Preparing EoT Claims

Notices & Records

Notices and records are two key areas which commonly give rise to

project disputes:

▪ Late or No Notices – gives an excuse not to consider the claim.

▪ Insufficiency of Records – gives an excuse to reject the claim for lack

of substantiation.

EoT applications (and Dispute Resolution) often arises at the end of a project when the

opportunity to ensure that the right contemporary records are kept has long passed.
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Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)
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“It is impossible to exaggerate the

extent to which lawyers can find

unexpected grounds…on which to cast

doubt on evidence if it is not backed by

meticulously established records”.

No Records = No Evidence = No Claim



Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)

Preparing EoT Claims

The Importance of Records

www.davidadamsongroup.com

FIDIC Red Book 2017:  Clause 20.2.3: ‘Contemporary Records’

▪ “Contemporary Records” means records that are prepared or generated at the same time, or 

immediately after, the event or circumstances giving rise to the Claim.  

▪ The claiming Party shall keep such contemporary records as may be necessary to 

substantiate the Claim.  [20.2.4 The Claim must include all contemporary records on which the claiming party relies]   

Qatar Law Context

▪ The importance of documents is heightened in civil law jurisdictions.

▪ Documents have more weight than witnesses.



Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)

Preparing EoT Claims

The ‘Golden’ Records
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Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)
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s - Dated progress photographs

- Notices

- Works / section handover certificates

- Staff and labour returns / attendance files

- All meeting minutes (formal & informal)

- Instruction records (written and verbal)

- Design & works transmittals - in and out

- Internal & external correspondence

- Email traffic

- Payment records

- NCN’s / NCR’s

- Material and component delivery tickets

- Plant returns

- ………………………………………

- ………………………………………



Substantiating an Extension of Time Claim (Records)
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Concurrency

Preparing EoT Claims

Concurrency = two or more events happening at the same time.

Event – Client Caused Delay

Event = Contractor Caused Delay
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‘True’ and ‘Sequential’ Concurrency...



Concurrency

Preparing EoT Claims

Generally…but with reference to the projects specific Form of Contract…
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True concurrent delay is the occurrence of two or more delay

events at the same time, one an Employer Risk Event, the other a

Contractor Risk Event, and the effects of which are felt at the same

time. For concurrent delay to exist, each of the Employer Risk

Event and the Contractor Risk Event must be an effective cause of

Delay to Completion (i.e. the delays must both affect the critical

path).

Where Contractor Delay to Completion occurs or has an effect

concurrently with Employer Delay to Completion, the Contractor’s

concurrent delay should not reduce any EOT due.



Concurrency
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Analysing Sequential Concurrency
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The challenge for the Planner is to determine the cause, and critical path impact, of concurrent 

delay through Retrospective Schedule Delay Analysis:

Event – Client Caused Delay

Event = Contractor Caused Delay

Event – Client Caused Delay

Event = Contractor Caused Delay

Event – Client Caused Delay

Event = Contractor Caused Delay

1

3

2

Impact on the Critical Path & the Planned Completion Date



Concurrency

Preparing EoT Claims

When is Delay NOT Concurrent
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When a critical and non-critical event are delayed at the same

time…the non-critical event will not delay the completion of

the project.

Where common sense shows that only one of the causes of

delay is the real cause…’causal potency’.

Where, ultimately, it is impossible to determine or prove who

or what caused the delay…’records’.



Delay Analysis Methods
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Prospective Schedule Analysis
Theoretical ‘Estimation’ of the Impact of Delay

Factual ‘Calculation’ of the Impact of Delay 

Retrospective Schedule Analysis

During the Project

Near the End of the Project…or after Completion



Delay Analysis Methods
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Method of Analysis
Critical Path 

Determination

Delay Impact 

Determination

Impacted As-Planned (IAP) Prospective Prospective

Time Impact Analysis (TIA) Contemporaneous Prospective

Time Slice Windows Contemporaneous Retrospective

As-Planned vs As-Built Contemporaneous Retrospective

Retrospective Longest Path Retrospective Retrospective

Collapsed As Built Retrospective Retrospective



Delay Analysis Methods
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Analysis Method Selection

▪ The relevant Conditions of Contract

▪ Level of information & records available.

▪ Robustness of the baseline schedule and its updates.

▪ The time (& funds) available to undertake the analysis.

▪ Degree of accuracy and level of proof required.

“…the Authority’s preferred methodology shall be Time 

Impact Analysis (TIA) wherever possible”.



Delay Analysis Methods
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Time Impact Analysis (TIA)

Theoretical ‘Estimation’ of the Impact of Delay

Factual ‘Calculation’ of the Impact of Delay 

1) Select the baseline schedule update immediately before the
delay event starts

2) Add the delay event into the updated schedule and re-run the
schedule.

3) Calculate the (theoretical or factual) difference between
Contractor’s delay impact and Client’s delay impact.



Delay Analysis Methods
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Retrospective Windows Time Slice Analysis

“Irrespective of which method of delay analysis is deployed, there is

an overriding objective of ensuring that the conclusions derived from

that analysis are sound from a common sense perspective”.
Society of Construction Law Delay & Disruption Protocol – 2nd Edition – February 2017





We are the world's largest and most influential professional body for construction

management and leadership.

We have a Royal Charter to promote the science and practice of building and construction for the

benefit of society, and we’ve been doing that since 1834. Our members work worldwide in the

development, conservation and improvement of the built environment.

Our professional and vocational qualifications are a mark of the highest levels of competence and

professionalism, providing assurance to clients and other professionals procuring built assets.

The Chartered Institute of Building is at the heart

of a management career in construction.



▪ Membership Support to New Applicants & Existing Members

▪ Continued Professional Development (CPD) Events

▪ Signature Project Site Visits (CPD)

▪ Collaboration with Client, Consultant & Contractor Organisations

▪ Collaboration with Other Professional Institutes

▪ Collaboration with Leading Academic & Teaching Institutes

▪ Integration Through MoU’s with:



Construction Claims
A Series of 6 Webinars

An in-depth analysis of the tools

you need to prepare, respond to

and manage construction claims.

https://events.ciob.org/ehome/200187504



CIOB Routes to Membership

www.ciob.org/become-a-member


